10 May
Christchurch

- mother - influence - ever talk about
  - Family / Freeman
- puritan ethic - guilt
- father / builder -
  - childhood / adolescence
- self ed. / first time heard EV
  - why as issue, personal exp.
  - political mentor, communism
  - lessons learned about activism
  - social injustice
  - feminism / nuclear issues / peace
  - FP in Q's lives -
  - history, one-sided -
  - more pro / con / insults
  - prominence / Millennium Report

- poverty as an abetment factor
- new fundamentalism - right / left
  - both in self ed.?
  - Emily Gerson - supporter, supporter
*role of birth control not taught at medical school -
*knowledge of their bodies -
*working women - how started - to reply to what need -
*wealthy woman could get PP - how much by it was "class thinking" -
*attitudes toward women - hygiene & birth ceptft. Sonely - trying to avoid word "control" -
*who helped, who herder - how -
*when started having PP doctors -
*role of churches - text party influenced by Catholics, M.W.
Dr. C. Welton Hogg - support in birth control as Eugenists - C - dependency -
*how research PP in other countries -
*blanket society - anti PP -
10 May
Christchurch

* in der. econ well being of famile
* of nation

* your style, strategy
* your vision

- common: TB, communism, rural, 2 husbands

Alison Locke 834-1791

earned a lot of respect for mother as
I think more about her life. Six
children, I'm youngest.

1st sovereign nation to give women
the vote.

"family planning became accepted
long before sex education - still
not accepted - - -"

"I never let it bother me"

Elsie Locke

ke someone pioneer - on to new
causes - - -